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While still available in two separate volumes (93234 and 93235) Roger Filiberto's widely-used
beginning bass method is now available in one comprehensive book! Includes handy arpeggio
charts featuring major, minor, augmented, diminished, and dominant seventh chords, plus their
upper harmonic extensions. Applicable to any style of music, this method has gained
widespread acceptance as the foundational text for electric bass study! Includes a CD and DVD.

From BooklistProfessional wrestler Foley is also the author of the number-one New York Times
best-seller Have a Nice Day! (2000). This is his account of the 34 days leading up to his
emergence from retirement and debut with a new wrestling organization. It’s a chronicle of
training, injuries, and rehab. But it’s also a collection of anecdotes about the wrestling world—
including a few about controversial impresario Vince McMahon—musings about the use of
steroids in the sport, and accounts of charity work in Sierra Leone and Foley’s relationship with
Paul “Wolfie” Wolfowitz. Yes, that Paul Wolfowitz. Though the audience for Foley’s writing is
primarily the huge wrestling fan base, readers who don’t care a whit about the spectacle will be
entertained by a surprisingly sophisticated man with a variety of opinions about the world around
him. The book satisfies on a number of levels (particularly Foley’s self-deprecating humor) and
will likely draw significant interest. --Wes LukowskyReview"Mick Foley is a natural born
storyteller whose sense of humor and sensibilities regarding life are a joy to experience. This
hilarious, often poignant, vividly written true story is an amazingly honest journey that any fan of
pop culture, sports, family values, battling Father Time, helping others, and, obviously, pro
wrestling past or present, will love. I read Mick's latest literary effort twice in three days and am
anxious to start the process all over again." (--Jim "JR" Ross, Hall of Fame wrestling
announcer)"Mick Foley is like the two sides of a coin. Both a hardcore wrestling legend and a
smart, caring author-Mick's intelligence makes him lethal in the ring and his wrestling intensity
makes him a deadly writer. Countdown to Lockdown applies a "Mandible Claw" to every
page!" (--Dee Snider, Twisted Sister frontman)"Like a trusted bard of old, Mick Foley is a
masterful storyteller whose tales are guaranteed to engage and entertain." (--Chris Jericho, New
York Times bestselling author)About the AuthorMick Foley is the author of the genre defining #1
New York Times best-sellers Have a Nice Day and Foley is Good, as well as three children's
books and two novels. Foley began wrestling professionally in 1985, and is a four-time world
champion. He has sponsored children for eighteen years with Child Fund International, and is a
weekly volunteer in RAINN's fight against sexual violence. He lives with his wife and four
children on Long Island.Read more
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Susie456, “Excellent bass book.. Excellent book for learning to read electric bass and doing
basic runs and box patterns.”

mmthrax, “The Proven Standard---Even Better !!. This book is definately worth buying. It is two
books in one, plus the addition of a DVD. How can you go wrong? The content is superb, and if
you take the time to go through the exercises, you will become proficient at not only playing the
bass, but sight reading as well. I originally bought Part I of this book back in 1984 when I bought
my first pawn shop special bass. Being 15 years old I didn't have the patience to get very far into
the book, choosing to go the route of playing records (yes LPs) over and over and writing down
my own music notation to help me remember the changes, etc. I eventually sold my bass and
the book along with it. Fast forward several years and I decide to noodle with the bass again. All
the books nowadays seem to be written in Tab, which is fine as far as it goes, but it always
bothered me that I never learned to read. So when I saw this book available as Pts I and II and
including a DVD I had to get it. Now that I have more patience and I am playing the bass more
for my own kicks, rather than trying to be a garage band rock god, this book really hits the mark.
This book isn't going to turn you into Billy Sheehan. You have to do that on your own, but if you
want the nuts and bolts of how to get around the fingerboard, and if you have any interest in
being a studio guy who must read charts on a daily basis, I believe that with some patience and
judicious application of the methods and drills in this book, you will be well on your way. If only I
had known then what I know now......”

soulman, “Good teaching tool. I have over 35 years experience as a bassist and guitarist and
give bass and guitar lessons. This is one of the items I suggest all of my students purchase
when they begin their lessons with me. There are others that may be better tools as a student
progresses but this edition gives them something to refer to for a lesson review. The CD and
DVD included are invaluable. Those technologies didn't exist when I began so there were no
references other than the photos in the book.  This is a far better package.”

mike, “bought this for our 12 year old. He loves it and is doing quite well. He loves the fact that he
has paper in front of him - how cool is that. He also said he loves that you start at the front of the
book and just work your way through. We haven't even looked at the discs yet. He'll get to that
when he's ready.It's very straight forward and easy to follow with great review of the previous
section.”

Resa Keith, “replacement. The book I ordered as a gift was one with a CD and a DVD in it. It had
an incorrect CD in it for the guitar. It was for fiddling. The replacement was sent immediatey and
arrived before the other was sent back.  Great work!! Thanks”



musicme, “Five Stars. Excellent guide for do it yourself learners.  Can't go wrong with this one.”

Robert Boyce, “Five Stars. Love this method and great condition.”

A. J. Clark, “a grounding in bass. Nearly 50 years ago I learned to play guitar using Mel Bays
Guitar Method books so when I decided to take bass playing seriously it made sense to try this
book. As with the guitar books this method gives you a thorough grounding in music as well as
bass playing. Mel Bay assumes you will want to read music (and you do don't you!!) I think this is
the best way to understand chords and harmony and structure which you will find very useful
down the musical line. The book takes you from simple rhythms and keys right the way through
to more complex music. All the time you play tunes and lines that are appropriate and musical.
The steps are logical and easy to follow. So what are the downsides. First I suspect this was
written a long time ago and seems a little dated. You might find the work involved a bit 'dry'. Half
an hour a day and then get on with the 'banging' music or whatever warms your diodes might be
the way to proceed. If you are serious about playing bass or even if you want to find out if you're
serious then I would recommend spending the paltry amount. I'm not sure that this is the
'complete' work on bass playing but it'll get you off to a jolly good start. Good luck.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 30 people have provided feedback.
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